Tourism industry development for Lenjan city which face with difficulties such as high unemployment rate, energy source constraints and also single-product economy, have high importance. with regards to the extent of domestic tourism functionality in city, can in addition to positive economic effects of tourism in city's growth and activeness, leading to provide cultural-social development, in spatialskeletal dimensions and political dimensions (security creating, state and private institutes existence in region,...), that needs to be planned in the of objective of sustainable development until economic development achieved in city as a real sense. This research has done on descriptive-analytical method and gathering first-hand information, which using SWOT model, it investigate strength, weakness points, opportunities and threats which finally which leading to introducing solutions like justly services and facilities distribution, holding festivals (cultural, artistic and sport), developing transportation infrastructure quality, state's support and encourage from private sector investments, using mass media and social networks in introducing tourism attractions and city's tourism universe plan compilation in order to regional development that all can provide economic development and growth in Lenjan city level area.
INTRODUCTION
Today, tourism industry changes to one the greatest active industry in the world (Kargar, 1389) . And according to opinion of world tourism organization-related to united nation-is the greatest active industry in world, and consider as the greatest economic activity (bigger (greater) than defense industry, industrial production, oil and agriculture,...) (Donald et al, 1386) , Also this industry is the third job's and capital's generating industry after oil and automobile manufacturing industry. For this reason in recent decades, most of the states, economic officials, authorities pay attention to developing this industry with more sensitive and they tried to brings more share of this world market's industry for it's society (Mohammad Pour Zarandi and Tabbatabbie, 1389) . According to world tourism organization report, Iran has a 10 rank of historical and ancient attractions and rank 5 of natural attractions. However, in the terms of exploitation of these sources hasn't been in suitable (desirable) place, while despite its superior rank in tourist attractions, Iran's share from world tourism income doesn't reach to one percent. Iran's country is in most attractive world's countries group in terms of historical and natural usability (capacities), Bio diversity and complete 4 season existence and unique natural attractions near Iranian culture indicates high tourism development capacity in Iran. These factors can lead planners and policy makers toward planning with relying on territorial powers (abilities), domestic tourism can pose as an important part in income-born (making) and economic prosperity in national level. On the other hand, domestic tourism as a strategy for economic plans in SWOT considered organization's external environment as to discover opportunities and threats and consider internal environment as to understand strength, weaknesses points.
Strategic analysis includes measures and plans that. It's result is to maximize the opportunities and strengths and to minimize weaknesses and threats. This method is the most important tools as to adopt organization's strength and weakness points with a head opportunities and threats. This model introduced systematic analysis as to recognize factors in selecting ideal strategy external opportunities and threats are compared with internal strengths and weaknesses and adaptation pattern of internal and external situation are recognized that includes (contains) adopting one of the following patterns:
1) (S) internal strength points, 2) (W) internal weakness point, 3) (O) external opportunity, 4) (T) external threat. 
S-O:
are strategies that seeking to use opportunities and well-matched with organization's abilities.
W-O:
usually on weakness in order to use opportunities.
S-T: identify ways that firm (companies) can use to reduce the risk of threats.
W-T: is complete (perfect) defense strategy that prevent firm's (company's) from hurt due to it's weaknesses from external environment threats.
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK THE LOCAL ECONOMY
The late 21 the century will register with power increasing focus and perfect multinational company's domination on world economic management, that easily can penetrate in all of the people's life dimensions and leading to life-style changing with regards to and supported group it's long time This is big statements that have strategic importance for policy making and planning in independent countries. There is another reason for authenticity of this interpretation.
So, therefor, local economic can be said that are societies success in achieving to universe local development, means that synchronized development to environment, economic, society, technology and culture. In practice, these local societies resist against world economic fluctuations and crisis and provide significant experiences and patterns for citizens and policy-makers in other world countries.
THE OBLIGATIONS OF PAYING ATTENTION TO LOCAL ECONOMIC
There is no doubt that today's Iran situation is not such that describe it on a normal and usual facts frames. So administration including country's economic management needs special arraignments. On the other hand human sources (that contains cultures and local custom existence, handicrafts, local foods, historic building) and natural sources (deserts, natural wildernesses, morphological mistake, species,...) as a potential country capital can allocate each special tourism centers to itself at inside and outside of country. And are suitable area for using these sources in order to region's economic prosperity and finally region's developing.
DOMESTIC TOURISM
According to world tourism organization definitions "tourism assign to trip action as to recreation and outing and providing necessary services for this acts, and tourism assign to a person, who keep a 80 km distance away from home with the aim of recreation and outing" (Bemaniyan and Mahmoud Najhrad, 1388).
Domestic tourism are the valuable sources that allow organization to do its activities and functions in the best manner and with low fee from competitions, In one country, tourism industry count as a competitive advantages that consider as a income source for one country, especially if tourism advantages are rare, inimitable and attractive (Taybi and others, 1387:41).
MUTUAL RELATIONSHIP OF DOMESTIC TOURISM AND ECONOMY
As already noted, tourism industry have a significant effects on urban and regional economic from different dimensions. The first reason of tourism industry development in the most countries is using economic interest. On the other hand, economic growth has effects on domestic tourism development (Taybi et al, 1387) .
Therefore, there is a direct relationship between degree of development of host region and tourism industry effective ness rate on economic growth. Economic growth, with developing tourism infrastructures and facilities including routes transportation development, ICT development, electronic money development, residential places development, restaurants and hotels, public health development and also recreation facilities and welfare tasks development caused developing tourism industry. In the other words, cost allocation matter from tourisms side related to facilities range and attractions diversity, this matter develop economic activities volume related to tourism industry in host region and have direct effect on of this industry in country's economic growth.
THE ROLE OF TOURISM IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
While the economic issue has been casted for economic planners. The development matter (subject) can be reach to desirable result that all of the economic sectors moved align and parallel toward Employment in many areas, activeness of retail market, transportation system activation, investment increasing, local, native, industrial products, increasing (handicrafts and cultural products), private sector investment rate increasing (Hotel-building and other related services) and many others.
INTRODUCING STUDIED AREA
Lenjan city is located in geographical position of 50 minutes and at least 56 o degrees and 51 minutes and maximum 28 o degrees of east along and at least 32 minutes and 11 degree and maximum 32 minutes and 31 degrees of north width. This city formed along Zayandeh Rood River on the area of Lenjan plain. The city area is 1172 km and located in 35 km of Isfahan southwest. The relative height from sea level is 2270 m and have variable climate (weather) which are always influenced by the central semi-arid zone and semi-humid of ChaharMahal Bakhtiyari. City's political division has two parts: the central and 8 city. 
